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As collider experiments move to higher energy and higher luminosity we are able to probe previ-
ously untested aspects of the Standard Model (SM) and to search for new physics beyond the SM. A
leading candidate for the new physics is the Supersymmetric Standard Model (SUSY SM). If nature
has indeed the supersymmetry broken at the weak-scale, we should expect to observe the loop level
corrections due to superpartner particles as well as those from the SM particles. On the other hand,
through these loop-level predictions of the SUSY the non-observation of new-physics eects may be
used to place constraints on the SUSY Lagrangian. The energy upgrades of the LEP facility at
CERN, LEP 2, and the possibility of a future linear collider such as JLC, NLC and TESLA motivate
us to study W -boson pair production through electron-positron annihilation[1, 2]. In the near future
we may also look forward to luminosity upgrades of the Fermilab Tevatron collider with its new
Main Injector and possibly with its TeV33 option; this will be followed by the commissioning of the
CERN LHC. The loop calculations performed in this paper are a subset of the those which must be
performed in order to study W -boson pair production at these hadron colliders.









are investigated in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model








amplitudes have been investigated in a









[6, 7] have been followed by authors of Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11] for the process with the
on-shell W bosons. The study of radiative corrections to the o-shell W pair production has been









have been calculated in Ref. [13], in the model with spontaneously broken supersymmetry.








have been discussed in Ref. [14]. The
trilinear gauge-boson vertices, WW and ZWW [15], are the important ingredients of this process[1,
16]. Several authors have calculated one-loop SUSY corrections to the trilinear WW and ZWW
vertices[17].








helicity amplitudes, a form-
factor decomposition of helicity amplitudes is invaluable[1, 10, 18]. For this reason we present our
results by extending the formalism of Ref. [4]. In Sec. 2, the essential aspects of the form-factor








are reviewed. The formalism
is also extended such that the unphysical scalar polarization of the nal-state W bosons may be
also studied[19]. This will be important in this paper when we employ the BRS sum rules later
for the test of the one-loop form factor calculation. A form-factor decomposition for the processes
















) is then presented along













production processes. In Sec. 3, we discuss the tree-level results of the helicity amplitudes.
In Sec. 4, we calculate the one-loop sfermion eects on the form factors of each process in the MS
scheme[20]. One of the diculties of performing loop-level calculations is determining the reliability








where subtle cancellation among
2
diagrams which individually grow with energy takes place. Violation of the gauge-theory cancellation
due to incomplete higher-order terms can hence lead to articially large corrections. Therefore, Sec. 5
is devoted to test our calculation by using the following three methods:
(i) From the global BRS invariance of the electroweak theory at the quantum level[21], we obtain








and those of the processes in which one
or two external W bosons are replaced by the corresponding Nambu-Goldstone bosons[19, 22].
We show that the BRS sum rules are satised numerically within the expected accuracy of the
numerical program.
(ii) After properly renormalizing the MS couplings to ensure the observed values of the low-energy




), the full one-loop amplitudes reduce to those of the
SM in the large mass limit of the SUSY particles[23]. By expanding the one-loop amplitudes
in terms of MS couplings of the SM, the decoupling property can be observed exactly.
(iii) The equivalence theorem between the longitudinally polarized W bosons and their associated
Goldstone bosons at high energies holds even at the one-loop level when we introduce the























s! 0. We show this agreement
in the high-energy limit both analytically and numerically.
The test (i) ensures the gauge-theory cancellation among the one-loop corrected amplitudes, and
hence shows the correctness of the loop calculation. The test (ii) ensures the validity of the renor-
malization scheme and shows the correctness of the overall normalization factors such as the external
wave-function corrections which cannot be tested by the BRS sum rules. The test (iii) demonstrates









helicity amplitudes, and we will examine in which case the sfermion eects be-








cross section are then discussed under
the constraint from the direct search experiments and the electroweak precision measurements[26, 27].
In Sec. 7, we discuss the results and present our conclusion. To establish our notation and conven-
tions, we present the relevant portions of the SUSY Lagrangian in Appendix A. This includes the
sfermion{gauge boson and sfermion{Nambu-Goldstone boson interactions. Appendix B contains all









In Appendix C, we calculate sfermion eects on the form factors of the processes where the Nambu-
Goldstone bosons appear in external lines. Some useful formulas of the loop integral functions for
the heavy-mass limit are given in Appendix D, and those for the high-energy limit are given in
Appendix E. The denition of the relevant scalar one-loop functions is presented in Appendix F.
2 The helicity amplitudes































with momentum and helicity assignments. The momenta k
and k are incoming, but p and p are outgoing. The arrows in the W boson lines indicate the ow of





















(k;  ) + e
+













are k, k, p and p, respectively.















limit of massless electrons only  =   amplitudes survive, and the most general amplitude for this





























where all dynamical information is contained in the scalar form-factors F
i;
(s; t) with s = (k + k)
2
and t = (k   p)
2













bosons, respectively, and j





(k; k;  ) = v(k;  )

u(k;  ) ; (2.3)
is the fermion current for massless electrons.







= 0 ; (2.4)
















in a tensor T

i
signals us that its associated







) never appear due to the Dirac equation for massless fermions, i.e. k=u(k) = 0 and v(k)k= = 0. The























































































































































































































P = p  p ; (2.7a)
q = k + k = p + p ; (2.7b)











, which have been listed in Ref. [4], are
sucient to describe all physical amplitudes. The rst seven correspond to the generic WW and















contribute when only the W
+
boson is unphysical, and T
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C + + +     + + +  
P + + + +       +  
CP + + +   +     + +
Table 1: The properties of the form factors F
i;
(s; t) under the discrete transformations C, P and


































(1   cos ) sin 
Table 2: A list of the d-functions which are used in Eq. (2.8).
factors F
i;
(s; t) under the discrete transformations of charge conjugation (C), parity inversion (P )
and the combined transformation CP are summarized in Table 1. Only the tensors which contribute
to physical amplitudes are included.
When working in the context of a particular model, the calculation of the form factors F
i;
(s; t)
depends upon the model dynamics as well as the level of precision to which the calculation is per-
formed. On the other hand, the kinematical aspects are completely general. Therefore, it is useful
to study the kinematical dependences of the factors,
j




































 is the initial electron helicity dierence,  =  , and J
0
is
the angular momentum of the rst partial wave which contributes[4]. Those d-functions which are
relevant to the current discussion are summarized in Table 2.




-collision center of momentum (CM) frame with the outgoing W
 
boson
momentum vectors along the z-axis. The scattering angle  is measured between the momentum
vectors of the electron and the W
 

























0;  sin ; 0; cos 

; (2.9c)
the fermion current is given by
j
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1; 0; 0; 

; (2.11c)























































in this frame are summarized in Ref. [4].









































































































































shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Our phase
convention for the Nambu-Goldstone bosons 



















































There are four independent tensors, S

j
, corresponding to the four, three physical plus one scalar,
polarizations of the W
 




production, and each form factor H
j;




























with the momentum and helicity
assignments chosen to agree with those in Fig. 1. The momenta k and k are incoming, but p and p
are outgoing. The arrows in the W and  lines indicate the ow of a negative electric charge.






























































tion when the W
 
has a physical polarization, while S

4
contributes to the scalar polarization. A






























contribute to the physical polarizations and S

4
contributes to the scalar polariza-
tion of the W
+




































(s; t) : (2.18)
Notice that there is only one form factor, R















with momentum and helicity assignments chosen to coincide
with those in Fig. 1. The momenta k and k are incoming, but p and p are outgoing. The arrows in
the 

boson lines indicate the ow of a negative electric charge.
γ Z
ν








. The arrows on the W -boson lines
indicate the ow of a negative electric charge.
3 The tree-diagram contributions to the helicity amplitudes
Before going to discuss the one-loop sfermion eects, let us study the behavior of the tree-level








are shown in Fig. 4.










































where the electric charge and the third component of weak isospin of the electron are given by
Q
e
=  1 and T
3
e









= 0 for right-handed





) and 1=t in Eq. (3.1) correspond to the s-channel
photon exchange, the s-channel Z-boson exchange and the t-channel neutrino exchange, respectively.










; (tree level); (3.2)
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in Eq. (3.1). Only nonzero values are shown.
in order for the tree-level BRS sum-rules to be satised[19].



































tensors yielding the coecients f
t
i
listed in Table 3.








(), are running according to the renormalization group















= 1   s^
2
. We







as input parameters. In the SM, we can determine the MS running




























































where the eective charges[30] are estimated as 1=(m
2
Z








= 175GeV and m
H
= 100GeV. By inserting the mean values into Eqs. (3.4), we nd
for m
t



















) = 0:2313: (3.5b)























































We note here that both the magnitudes of the MS couplings in Eqs. (3.5) and the renormalization group equations
in Eqs. (3.6) are for the SM with all 6 quark avors. We include the eect of the top-quark at the m
Z
-scale in order
to avoid introducing the transition between the 5-quark and 6-quark regime in the SM.
10






Let us see the tree helicity amplitudes in the SM numerically. In Fig. 5, the tree-level dierential
cross-sections for each helicity set of the outgoing W -boson pair are shown as a function of the
scattering angle  for
p
s = 200GeV and 1000GeV. At
p
s = 200GeV, all the form-factor terms
in Eqs. (2.14a) - (2.14e) contribute to the helicity amplitudes in the same order, so that the cos 
dependences are rather complicated. On the other hand, at
p
s = 1000GeV, the dependences become
simpler. The
p
s dependence of the tree-level helicity amplitudes at the scattering angle  = 90

is
seen in Fig. 6, which shows the ratios of each squared helicity amplitude to the sum of the squared


































decrease as 1=s at high energies.
At moderately high energies, e.g. at
p











are signicant for left-handed electron ( =  ), while only M
00
is signicant for right-handed
electron ( = +).
4 One-loop sfermion contributions to the form factors
In this section, we calculate the one-loop contributions of squarks and sleptons to the form factors.
We present the Lagrangian for the sfermion sector in Appendix A.
4.1 The scheme of the one-loop calculation
We choose our input electroweak parameters to express the tree-level amplitudes that satisfy the
BRS sum rules[19]. First, we choose the physicalW -boson massm
W
as one of our input parameters so
that we could vary its magnitude as the mass measurement improves. As for the coupling constants
















































































































where the color factor N
f
c
is 3 for squarks and 1 for sleptons, and the other notation of the sfermion
sector is dened in Appendix A. The above conditions ensure that physical observables at low en-
ergies remain the same when all the sfermion masses are large. In this paper, we do not consider
contributions of the fermionic supersymmetric particles (charginos, neutralinos, and gluinos) nor
11






















































Figure 5: The angular distribution of d
SM
















helicities in the CM frame.







|dσλ,λ,τ− /dcosθ|2/Σλ,λ,τ− |dσλ,λ,τ− /dcosθ|2  (θ=90o)
(+−), (−+)  (τ=−1)
(++)+(−−)
(00)   (τ=−1)
(00)   (τ=+1)
(0+)+(−0)  (τ=−1)
(0−)+(+0)  (τ=−1)











s=161 - 2000 GeV.
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those from the extra Higgs bosons. These particles are assumed to be even heavier, and we work
within the eective MSSM with squarks and sleptons only. The eects of -ino particles and the extra



































()g are consistently employed in the evaluation of all





) and only the terms up to O(e^
4
) are taken into account.





























































) is given in Appendix B. The physical mass of the Z boson should then be obtained in





































where the sfermion contribution to the Z-boson two-point function 
ZZ
T
is given in Appendix B,
and the deviation from the tree-level expression Eq. (3.2) is denoted by . The Z-boson propagator

































In the one-loop level, the form factors F
i;






























amplitudes with the physically polarized external W bosons (;  = 0;). In order
to test the form factors by using the BRS sum rules, we also have to consider the cases in which one
or two external W bosons are unphysical; i.e.  and/or  = S. Since the BRS sum rules can test the
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form factors except for the contribution of overall factors such as the wave-function renormalization
contribution, it may be convenient to divide the one-loop contribution F
(1)
i;
into the following two




the other is the rest (F
(1)int
i;
























, include all the one-loop as well as tree level contributions except
for the corrections of externalW -boson lines. This part of the form factors will be tested by the BRS
sum rules in Sec. 5.1, while the overall normalization will be veried by using the decoupling property
of the sfermion contributions in the large sfermion-mass limit in Sec. 5.2. For the BRS test we have



















(i = 1 - 9), are obtained by adding the F
(1)ext
i;




(i = 1 - 9) by Eq. (4.8). Let us






























































































































































(s; t) ; (4.9)
where i = 1 - 16. We here have already expanded the Z-boson propagator according to Eq. (4.6).
The other factors in Eq. (4.9) are explained in the text below.





























































. Such an expression appears when expanding a
full propagator about the pole in the transverse part of the one-particle irreducible (1PI) propagator
function. The appearance of the 
Z
T;
term indicates -Z mixing in the neutral current (NC) sector.
The vertex coecients f
V
i
are divided into the tree contribution and the one-loop vertex contri-











where V =  and Z. The nonzero tree-level values, f
V (0)
i
, have been given in Table 3. In the one-
loop sfermion eects, the triangle-type and the sea-gull-type diagrams for the V WW trilinear gauge
14
vertices contribute to f
V (1)
i
(s), which are calculated in Appendix B.2. The triangle-type diagrams















and the sea-gull-type diagrams only contribute to the unphysical from factor coecients.





















appear in charged current processes; they
contain eW vertex corrections as well as two-point function corrections for the external electrons and
W bosons and the internal neutrino propagator. Finally, the F
[Box]
i;
terms account for contributions
of box diagrams. In the limit of heavy SUSY particles except squarks and sleptons that we study in
this paper, all these vertex and box corrections are small and we can set them to zero.
Next, as for the part of the corrections to externalW -boson lines, F
(1)ext
i;
, we have only to discuss















































where i = 1 - 9 and Z
W
is the wavefunction renormalization factor of physical W -bosons with the
helicities  or  = 0;, and its sfermion one-loop contribution is given in Appendix B.









. This fact may be explained by using the C, P and CP properties of
the form factors which are shown in Table 1. Because all the contributions of the gauge-boson two-


































-W coupling is clearly P even, all the triangle diagrams of the V WW

















couplings, it is easy to see that these are completely cancelled out in a sfermion triangle diagram
even with the mass mixings. Thus, the triangle diagrams can contribute only to the form factors


























We here calculate one-loop sfermion eects on the process where one externalW boson is replaced
by the corresponding Nambu-Goldstone boson . The form factors have been already introduced in









factors. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, the BRS sum rules are used to test the contributions of the form
factors except for the overall normalization factors. We have only to calculate the contributions to
















amplitudes without the corrections of the














































. (See Appendix B.2.)
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γ Z








. The arrows in the charged
boson lines indicate the ow of negative electric charge. By reversing the direction of these arrows





































































































































































, respectively. At the tree level there are two Feynman graphs as shown
in Fig. 7; in the limit of massless electrons there is no t-channel graph. The expansion of H
i;
(s; t)






, while the expansion of H
i;











































































for V = , Z. The tree-level form-factor coecients h
V (0)
i


























(s) come from the one-loop 1PI VW vertex corrections
and the sfermion contributions are shown in Appendix C.1 . All the other form factor coecients
(the one-loop vertex contributions and the box diagrams that connect with initial e

lines) turn out










The one-loop contributions to R

which have been dened in Sec. 2.3 are expressed by
R





























































































































(s; t) ; (4.16)
where we do not include the contributions from the corrections to the external -boson lines in




in Sec. 4.3. As for the sfermion eects, we have only to calculate
additionally the 1PI V  vertices corrections which are parametrized by r
V (1)
. We present the
results in Appendix C. All the other form-factor coecients (the one-loop vertices and the box
diagrams that contain initial e

lines) turn out to be zero for the sfermion contribution.
5 Tests of the one-loop calculation









The calculation should be tested by using various methods, because such one-loop calculation is so
complicated that some computational error might enter in each stage of the calculation. To avoid
miss-evaluation and to obtain trustworthy results, we test our one-loop calculation by using the BRS
invariance, the decoupling in the heavy mass limit, and the high energy behaviors of the theory. In
the following, we show these procedure in order.









5.1.1 The BRS sum rules
The standard electroweak theory after the gauge xing is invariant under the global BRS symmetry[21],
so that the amplitudes which include external massive gauge bosons are related to amplitudes where
some of those gauge bosons are replaced by their Nambu-Goldstone-boson counterparts. The identi-
ties are derived formally by noting that the gauge-xing term is generated by the BRS transformation

































are the unrenormalized operators for the weak gauge bosons and the corresponding




is the unrenormalized gauge-xing parameter. Then, from





= 0 ; (5.2)
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)jini = 0 ; (5.3)
where jini and jouti denote arbitrary incoming and outgoing physical states, respectively. The
matrix elements where one externalW -boson has an unphysical scalar polarization are related to the
amplitudes where it is replaced by the associated Nambu-Goldstone boson.


























































= 0 ; (5.4b)














We will refer to the identities (5.4a) and (5.4b) as `single' BRS identities since they are obtained by





















































) = 0 ; (5.6)
which is obtained by a double insertion of the anticommutator.
Eqs. (5.4a), (5.4b) and (5.6) are relations among the unphysical amplitudes. Since the corrections
of the externalW
S
-boson and -boson lines compose a reducible gauge-invariant subset, we can drop




























amplitude except for the external W -boson wave-function renormalization
contributions (See Eq. (4.8)).



























































































(s; t) ; (5.7c)

























































































(s; t) ; (5.8c)
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These sum rules can be used for a non-trivial test of the one-loop form factors for the physical
amplitudes except for the part of the wavefunction renormalization factors. The test of such overall
normalization factors will be discussed in the following subsections where the decoupling limit as well
as the high-energy limit of the amplitudes is considered.
Eqs. (5.7a)-(5.7c), taking into account the two electron helicity states, are a set of six sum








, that contribute to physical W -boson pair production




appear in the sum rules. The tensor T

7








cannot appear in the sum rules. In order to





















amplitudes. This extra eort is worthy because the test is very powerful; each form
factor can have its own complicated dependence on s and t.
Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) yield an additional set of six sum rules which again test all of the physically




. However, the unphysical form factors which contribute are now








. In practice, once one of the two sets of the `single' BRS
sum rules is used to verify the accuracy of a calculation, the other set is redundant.
The `double' BRS sum rules are obtained from the relation (5.6). By setting all the external W









amplitude in terms of the form factor R








































































































5.1.2 Numerical tests of the one-loop results for F
i;
by using the BRS sum rules
The most practical application of the BRS sum rules is the numerical test of the program. In
our formalization, the BRS sum rules hold exactly for the form factors calculated at the one-loop
level, hence we expect a complete coincidence between both sides of each BRS sum rules up to









form factor has been completely veried by this BRS test with an excellent
agreement.
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First BRS sum rule ( =  1)
p
s Left-hand-side of Eq. (5.7a)











































form factors by using
the rst BRS sum rule (5.7a). As for the MSSM parameters, Case 28 of Table 11 in Sec. 6 is used.
Second BRS sum rule ( =  1)
p
s Left-hand-side of Eq. (5.7b)











































form factors by using
the second BRS sum rule (5.7b). As for the MSSM parameters, Case 28 of Table 11 in Sec. 6 is used.








form factors numerically by









In our numerical evaluation of the scalar one-loop integral functions, we partly use the Fortran FF-
package[34] in this paper. As a sample MSSM parameter choice, we take Case 28 that is dened
later in Table 11 in Sec. 6
3
. We see in Tables 4 and 5 that the rst sum rule (5.7a) and the second







and 2000GeV, respectively. As for the third one (5.7c), it turns out that the both sides are zero, so
that the equation is rather trivial.
3
As for the renormalization scheme, in addition to the method dened in Sec. 4, the expansion by the coupling
constants in the SM is employed which will be introduced a little later in Sec. 5.2.
20
5.2 Decoupling limit
The second useful instrument for the test is the decoupling property of the sfermion one-loop
contributions at the large mass limit; in this limit the sfermion eects should decouple from the
observable and the model should be regarded as the SM eectively. This is a consequence of the
decoupling theorem[23]. In order to see this characteristics, we take a consistent renormalization
scheme, by which the one-loop result in the MSSM is coincident with that in the SM at the heavy
mass limit. In the MS scheme, the perturbation is performed by the MS couplings of the MSSM.
In order to obtain the one-loop expression which reduces to the SM amplitudes exactly in the large
SUSY-mass limit, we expand the one-loop corrected amplitudes in terms of the SM MS couplings by
using Eqs. (4.1). By dropping consistently the higher-order (O(g^
6
SM
)) terms, the decoupling of the
one-loop correction eects can be made exact.
5.2.1 The expansion by the coupling constants in the SM







the input parameters. The mass of the W boson, m
W
, is determined by the precision experimental




() include higher order
sfermion eects beyond the one-loop level. In order to test the decoupling theorem analytically, it


















































































































































































































































































































































) we nd that the one-loop sfermion contributions
vanish exactly in the limit of innitely heavy sfermion masses.
Hereafter, we perform this procedure in all our calculation. All the form factors we presented








). In Sec. 7, we discuss the dierence of the magnitude between the
amplitude expanded by the SM couplings and that in terms of the MSSM couplings without such




) terms are solely coming from the sfermion one-loop contributions, which decouple in the









for the scale dependence of the SM MS couplings, we set  =
p
s for brevity.
5.2.2 The test of the decoupling theorem
The consistent calculation according to the above procedure where we adopt as the expansion
parameter the SM MS coupling constants allows us to observe the exact decoupling in the large
sfermion-mass limit in both analytic and numerical calculation. In the original expression of the
amplitudes which are expressed in terms of the MSSM MS couplings, the amplitudes behave in the





















where the constant term, A, remains nonzero as terms of O(g^
6
) do not cancel exactly. On the
other hand, by using the SM coupling constants as the expansion parameter and by truncating the
expansion at the O(g^
4
SM
) terms, the term A in (5.13) becomes exactly zero and the decoupling of
the sfermion eects can be made exact. This property of the exact decoupling in our scheme can
be used for the excellent test of the calculation including the overall normalization factors such as
the W-boson wavefunction renormalization constants that have not yet been tested in the BRS sum
rules.




dependence of the sfermion contribution in the helicity-summed dierential
cross section at
p
s = 200GeV and at the large scattering angle  = 90

. We test the decoupling
property in two Cases A and B; all the sfermion masses are set to M in Case A, and the sfermion







= M , m
~u
R














= 1:4M in Case B. In Fig. 8, we can see that the both lines of Case A and B pass through the
origin; this shows that the term A in Eq. (5.13) is certainly zero in our calculation of the sfermion
one-loop contributions. The sfermion contributions decouple at the point 1=M
2
= 0 (large mass
limit). The symbols 4 and  on the both lines in Fig. 8 represent the points of M = 200GeV and
1000GeV, respectively.
5.3 The high energy limit









formulas of the high energy limit are calculated. These high energy formulas are conrmed by

















. Thus this equivalence can be used for the test of the correct high-
energy analytic formulas and these asymptotic formulas are very useful for the test of the program for
22











Figure 8: The test of the decoupling of the sfermion contribution. The deviation of the helicity-




s = 200GeV and
the scattering angle  = 90

, where M is the scale of the sfermion masses. The solid line is for







= M , m
~u
R










= 1:3M and m
~e
R
= 1:4M (Case B). The
symbol 4 () on the lines is the point of M = 200 (1000) GeV.
the one-loop full calculation. At high energy, only the 00, +  and  + helicity sets of the W -boson
pair are important as discussed in Sec. 3. Since the +  and  + helicity amplitudes do not suer
from subtle gauge-theory cancellation, we demonstrate the test by the 00 helicity amplitude.
5.3.1 Analytic high-energy expressions of the longitudinally-polarized helicity ampli-
tude








using high-energy formulas of integral functions (Appendix E), we obtain the high energy expression




































as a longitudinally polarized (
( )



























































































































































































where the rst curly bracket f g in RHS of each equation comes from the squark eects and the



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3.2 The equivalence theorem




















































































































is the wavefunction renormalization factor of W bosons, and Z

is that of the unphysical 




and the longitudinal polarization (
( )

= 0) in Eq (2.11) and (2.12), we have


(p;  = S) = 












(p;  = S) = 
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In terms of the amplitudes with the wavefunction renormalization factors, the high energy expression




















































is the modication factor which we have to include when we use the equivalence at loop levels
4
. This
is what we call the equivalence theorem[24, 25].
4
In the generic renormalization scheme, C
ET
mod

























; ) depends on the gauge parameter [25] and it is 1 in our scheme.
25
Here we show that the high energy expressions of the one-loop amplitudes (5.15a) and (5.15b) are
tested by using the equivalence theorem. To this aim, we also calculate the high energy expression














































































































































































On the other hand, C
BRS
mod
















For the Goldstone wavefunction factors, we set Z

= 1 when the sfermion masses are neglected.











































(Eqs (5.23a) and (5.23b)), one can easily conrm that the leading





























certainly holds among the high energy expressions of the one-loop amplitudes.
5.3.3 Numerical test for the high energy behavior







duction) and the high-energy expressions which is given by Eqs (5.16a) and (5.16b) numerically.
26
































Figure 9: The high-energy behaviors of the sfermion one-loop contribution to M
00

at  = 90

. The
solid lines show the numerical results of the full calculation of the sfermion one-loop contribution.
The dotted lines are those of the high-energy analytic formulas (5.16). The MSSM parameter set in















= 500GeV and A
eff
f
= 0, while that in Figs. 9(c)
























production amplitudes from left-handed electrons ( =  1),
whereas Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) show those from right-handed electrons ( = +1). In each gure, we
show the numerical results of the full one-loop correction by solid lines, while we show by dotted




. In Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), we show















= 500GeV and A
eff
f
= 0, whereas in Figs. 9(c)



















Here the parameter A
eff
f
give the left-right mixing matrix elements of the sfermion mass matrices;
see Eq (A.5) of Appendix A. When A
eff
f









states. With the large value of A
eff
f
= 1500GeV shown in the example of Figs. 9(c) and (d), there









= 736GeV for tan  = 2
5
. We show the case of large mass mixing here because we nd that the
high-energy prediction of Eqs (5.16) is useful in understanding the normalization of the corrections






t) production thresholds except before the asymptotic regime sets in. In the analytic expression















whose magnitude grows when there is a signicant mass mixing in the sfermion sector. In the full
amplitudes, whose results are given by the solid lines in these gures, the stop contributions below and










pair production threshold. We will nd in the next section that the strong mass
mixing in the stop sector that gives rise to the large negative corrections also contribute to the T -
parameter, and hence the sfermion mass spectrum that gives corrections larger than 1% in magnitude
before the asymptotic regime sets in is already ruled out by precision electroweak measurements.
In conclusion, the equivalence theorem is useful to test the high-energy formulas of the longitudi-
nally polarizedW -boson amplitudes. These analytic formulas can then be used to test the stability of
our numerical program at high energies. We also nd that the analytic expression for the high-energy
amplitudes is useful to test the normalization of the one-loop corrected amplitudes.
5.4 Summary of the tests
We have tested our calculational results by using the above three methods both analytically and
numerically. 1) The BRS sum rules test the correctness of our one-loop calculation except for the
overall normalization factors. 2) The decoupling theorem is used to test the normalization of our
amplitudes that include the overall wavefunction renormalization constants. 3) The analytic formulas




production amplitudes are tested by using the equivalence theorem, and
5
Since we use the eective parameter A
eff
f
of Eq (A.5) to represent the left-right mixing term, the sfermion
parameters depend on tan  only through the cos 2 terms in the diagonal mass-squark matrix elements. The tan 
dependence from these terms are small, and we set tan  = 2 in all the numerical results presented in this paper.
28
these analytic expressions are used to test the stability of the numerical program at high energies
where subtle gauge-theory cancellation occurs.


























helicity-summed dierential cross section
by using the program that has been tested in Sec. 5. We examine how much the sfermion eects
appear under various MSSM parameter choices.
6.1 The helicity amplitudes









are signicant for all energies: see Figs. 5 and 6. The one-loop sfermion contributions to these helicity





















s). Therefore, the one-loop contributions












s < 274GeV, so that the one-loop contributions to
these helicity amplitudes may also be valuable to discuss at the low energy region.
















, at the large scattering angle
( = 90



















are the helicity amplitudes of the MSSM in which only sfermion contributions




are those of the SM. As the MSSM
parameter set, we consider the 20 cases in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9, which are categorized as the following
4 groups.
Set 1: In the rst 5 cases (Case 1 - Case 5) in Table 6, we consider the cases where only the sleptons
are light and all the squarks are set to be heavy so that their eects are negligible. Because the
masses of the leptons are light, we do not consider the mass mixing between the left-handed
and right-handed sleptons.
Set 2: The second 5 cases (Case 6 - Case 10) are given in Table 7. We consider the cases where
only the squarks of the rst and the second generations are light and all the other sfermions
are heavy enough to decouple. Since the quark masses are very small for these generations,
we do not consider the mass mixing between left-handed and right-handed squarks of these
generations.
29
Set 3: The contributions of the third generation of squarks are considered in Case 11 - Case 20.













is possible because the top quark mass is quite large. In Case 11 - Case 15
in Table 8, we consider the cases without the mass mixing by setting the input parameter A
eff
t




b are light and all the other sfermions are taken to be heavy enough.








are considered in Case 16 - Case 20













angle is approximately unchanged to be around (
~
t





are light and all the other sfermions are taken to be heavy enough.
In each parameter set, the sfermion masses that we directly do not consider should be regarded to
be taken suciently large. Since we adopt the SM couplings as our expansion parameters so that
the decoupling of such heavy particles is exact at the one-loop level, the contribution of these heavy
sfermions can be removed simply by dropping their explicit contribution.












are the largest of all the helicity amplitudes
at the scattering angle  = 90

. Since the (+ ) and ( +) helicity-set processes contain only the t-
channel diagrams, these amplitudes contain only wavefunction renormalization factors as the sfermion
one-loop contribution. Therefore, these one-loop eects are almost independent of
p
s and they are
determined by the logarithmic function of the sfermion masses and the W -boson mass.
In Table 10, we list the sfermion corrections to the M
+ 
= 1




s = 200GeV and 1000GeV. As we expected, we see that the corrections are insensitive to
p
s. The
magnitude of the sfermion contributions to this helicity amplitude is rather small for all cases we
consider. The negative contributions are observed for all cases except for those with the large mass
mixing where the corrections are positive. The contributions of the stop-sbottom sector with a large
mass mixing give the biggest contribution to M
+ 
= 1
, where the deviation from the SM is less than












































109 205 303 502 1001
Table 6: The cases where only sleptons are light. The squarks are taken to be suciently heavy.
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103 202 301 501 1000
Table 7: Cases where only squarks from the rst 2 generations are light. The other sfermions are
taken to be suciently heavy.
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considered. The sfermions which we do not consider are suciently large.










































0.710 0.708 0.708 0.708 0.707









































s = 200GeV 1000GeV
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Table 10: The sfermion one-loop contributions to theM
+ 
= 1
amplitude are listed in Case 1 - Case 20.
+0:1% (Case 20). The sfermion one-loop corrections to M
 +
= 1







6.1.2 The sfermion one-loop contributions to M
00

We here consider the one-loop eects onM
00

for the large scattering angle  = 90

. In comparison






, the sfermion corrections to M
00

are expected to have
more rich structures, because M
00











The slepton contributions to M
00
=1
are described by using Set 1 in Table 6 and the results are
shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). Let us see the  =  1 amplitude in Fig. 10(a) rst. The slepton
corrections contribute destructively to the SM amplitudes below the threshold of the sneutrino pair
production. The magnitude of the negative deviation from the SM reaches to its maximum slightly
above the threshold, and the maximal deviation is about  0:15% in amplitudes and this is almost
independent of the slepton masses. Second, larger correction is expected for the right-handed electron
( = +1) amplitudes shown in Fig. 10(b) for Case 1, but it may be more dicult to observe the
eect because of the smallness of the  = +1 amplitudes: see Fig. 6.
The contributions of the squarks of the rst two generation are evaluated by using Set 2 of Table 7
and shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). The quantitative behavior is quite similar to that of the slepton
contributions of Set 1. The magnitude of the squark contributions is larger than that of the slepton
contributions for the similar mass sets. The color coecients may contribute to this enhancement
in part. In Fig. 11(a), the magnitude of the squark contributions of the rst two generation amount
to from  0:18% to  0:24% for the  =  1 amplitude at the peak slightly above the thresholds of































Figure 10: The sfermion one-loop corrections to M
00

are shown for Set 1 (Case 1 - Case 5), in which
only the sleptons are light. The squark masses which we do not consider are suciently large.
amplitude in these cases are similar to those in Set 1, but the magnitude is smaller.













mixing are given in Set 3 of Table 8. First, let us see the curve of Case 11 in Fig. 12(a), where the
thresholds of the
~
t-pair production are 394-398GeV and those of the sbottom pair production are
206-222GeV. The corrections to the  =  1 amplitude are positive around the rst threshold of the
sbottom pair productions and the magnitude of the deviation from the SM amounts to +0:25% in
amplitudes at the rst peak above the thresholds of the
~
b-pair production. Around the thresholds of
the
~
t-pair productions, the correction rapidly reduces and then the deviation from the SM prediction
changes its sign from positive to negative because of the negative eects of the constant part (5.27)
in the amplitude. Beyond the negative peak around 1000GeV, where the magnitude of the deviation
from the SM prediction amounts to  0:17% in amplitudes, the correction behaves asymptotically
according to the analytic high-energy formulas that we have discussed in Sec. 5.3. These qualitative
characteristics in Case 11 are common with the other 4 cases of Set 3 (Case 12 - Case 15), although
the magnitude of the corrections at low energy becomes smaller as the masses of stops and sbottoms
are set to be larger. Second, for the  = +1 amplitudes in Fig. 12(b), it is found that corrections
around the rst threshold of the sbottom pair production are all negative and that the magnitude of
the corrections in the deviation are larger than in the  =  1 amplitudes because the large negative
constant term of (5.27) enlarges negative squark contributions.













described in Set 4 (Case 16 - Case 20) of Table 9, where maximal mass mixing (
~
t
 =4) takes place.




is xed to be 100GeV by controlling the input parameterA
eff
t






























Figure 11: The sfermion one-loop corrections to M
00

are shown for Set 2 (Case 6 - Case 10), in which














, are varied widely. First, let us see the  =  1 amplitude in Fig. 13(a). The





from the mass mixing with the large A
eff
t
. For this case, the sfermion corrections are positive around




pair production. At the rst peak above this threshold, the deviation can be
about +0:7% in amplitudes and it amounts to +0:9% at the second peak just above the threshold of
the
~
b-pair production. The deviation from the SM prediction then goes to negative drastically due to
the large negative eect of the constant part (5.27) in the amplitude. Then the asymptotic behavior





the others, so that  3:9% of the correction is achieved in amplitudes (Case 20) before the asymptotic
behavior is observed. In Case 16 - Case 19, the corrections behave in the same way as in Case 20




















Therefore the sfermion 1-loop corrections to M
00

are sensitive to the sfermion parameter choice.








where the structure of
the sfermion sector can be examined indirectly. The typical magnitude of the sfermion one-loop
contribution is a few times 0:1% in amplitudes for each parameter set, The deviations from the SM






































Figure 12: The sfermion one-loop contributions to M
00

are shown for Set 3 (Case 11 - Case 15), in













zero in these cases. The sfermion masses which we do not consider are suciently large.




b) sector can induce the larger positive corrections.












behave at the tree level as O(1=
p
s).
Thus the corrections to this amplitude are very dicult to be measured at high energies. The one-
loop corrections to M
0+
= 1
may be valuable only for low energies where the tree-level amplitude is
substantial; see Fig. 6.




results for the following 5 cases are shown; Case 1 and Case 2 in Table 6, Case 7 in Table 7, Case 12
in Table 8 and Case 17 in Table 9.
In Fig. 14, we nd the similar characteristics of the corrections to M
00
= 1
which we have already
discussed in detail. The deviation from the SM prediction by the slepton contributions (Case 1 and
Case 2) and by the squark contributions from the rst 2 generations (Case 7) are negative at low




b) sector (Case 12
and Case 17) is positive at low energies. In the curve of Case 17 in Fig. 14, the typical eects of the
stop mass mixing which we have faced in the study of M
00
= 1




. The magnitude of the deviation from the SM amplitudes is not larger than that of M
00
= 1


































Figure 13: The sfermion one-loop contributions to M
00

are shown for Set 4 (Case 16 - Case 20),

















=100GeV is xed in these cases. The sfermion masses which we do not















Figure 14: The sfermion one-loop contributions to M
0+
= 1
are shown in various MSSM parameter
sets; Case 1, Case 2 in Table 6, Case 7 in Table 7, Case 12 in Table 8 and Case 17 in Table 9.
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1 1 1 1 1 1 0.637 0.668 0.671
Table 11: The MSSM parameter sets for the study of the sfermion contributions to the helicity-
summed dierential cross section. All the cases are consistent with the data from the direct search
experiments. In Case 21 - Case 25, the various cases without the mass mixing are assumed, while





















6.2 The one-loop corrections to cross sections
In this subsection, we study the corrections to the helicity-summed dierential cross section at
the large scattering angle ( = 90

). By comparing the results for the cross section in this subsection
with those for each helicity amplitude in the previous subsection, we can realize the importance
of measuring the decaying W polarization[1]. The sfermion one-loop contributions to the helicity-


















where (d=d cos )
MSSM
and (d=d cos )
SM
are the helicity-summed dierential cross sections in the
MSSM and the SM, respectively. The scattering angle is xed at  = 90

in the following.
In the previous subsection, details of the contributions to the helicity amplitudes from each sector
of the sfermions have been examined by assuming the extremely large masses for the irrelevant












b) contributions to the helicity amplitudes where the corrections tend





Here, in order to examine combined eects including all the sfermion contributions, we dare to
assume another sets of the sfermion parameters, where all the sfermion masses are not larger than
about 1000GeV and the results from the direct search experiments are taken into account. The
results from the direct search experiments[26] give lower bounds of the sfermion masses; all the
slepton masses should not be smaller than about 100GeV, while the squarks except for the stops
should be heavier than about 200GeV. As for the stop mass, it can still be about 100GeV. The
sfermion mass parameter sets that we examine are dened in Table 11.
6.2.1 The cases without the mass mixing
In the rst 5 cases (Case 21 - Case 25) in Table 11, we include all the sfermions but we do not
consider the mass mixing by setting all the A
eff
f
to be zero. In Case 21, we consider the case of
the light sleptons with rather heavy squarks. Contrary the case of the light squarks with heavy
sleptons is assumed in Case 22. In Case 23, we can study the case where all the sfermions are light
but their masses are consistent with the data from the direct search experiments. The case of the
















as Case 24. Finally the case where only right-handed slepton is light and the others have heavier
masses is represented by Case 25.
The corrections to the cross sections in these cases are shown in Fig. 15. First, let us see the
curve of Case 21 in Fig. 15. At low energies, the slepton contributions are dominant and thus
the corrections are negative around the thresholds of the slepton pair productions. The deviation
amounts at most to  0:15% at the rst peak. On the other hand, the corrections become slightly
positive below the thresholds of the squark pair productions. Since the peak above the thresholds
of squark-pair productions is negative, the contribution of the combined squark eects is negative in
this case. Second, see the curve of Case 22 where the combined squark eects can be seen at low
energies around the thresholds of the squark pair productions. The corrections below and around
the threshold are also destructive and the deviation is at most about  0:1%. Third, in the Case 23,
both sleptons and squarks have small masses and they are set slightly above the lower bounds from
the direct search experiment for each sfermion. The corrections are approximately the sum of those
of Case 21 and Case 22 at low energies. Forth, the large combined corrections are found in the
Case 24, where all the sfermions are almost mass-degenerate and all the thresholds of the sfermion
pair productions stay between 490 - 610 GeV. In this case, the maximal deviation reaches to  0:2%
at the negative peak slightly above the thresholds. Finally we can see from the curve of Case 25
that the eect of the right-handed squarks is very small around the rst threshold of the slepton-pair
production (212 GeV). This means that the most part of the slepton contributions in Case 21 comes
from the left-handed sleptons.
Therefore, in these cases without the mass mixing, the combined contributions to the cross section

















Figure 15: The sfermion one-loop corrections to the helicity-summed dierential cross section are








does not appear in these
cases.






are smaller than the summed negative contributions from the squarks of the rst 2 generations and




6.2.2 The eects of the mass mixing
The latter 4 cases (Case 26 - Case 29) of Table 11 are introduced in order to observe the sfermion













) is varied as 0, 1000GeV, 1800GeV and 1950GeV in Case 26,












. In Case 25, since we put A
eff
t









smallest, while in the Case 28 with A
eff
t









= 836GeV. The results in these cases are shown in Fig. 16.
In Case 26, there is nothing new because of A
eff
t
= 0 and the curve behaves in the same way
qualitatively as Cases 24 in Fig. 15. In Case 27 - Case 29, we can observe that the combined










in the cases with
the mass mixing. For the large A
eff
t
cases, the positive corrections maximally reach to near +0:5%
(Case 28 and Case 29). The large negative correction due to the large negative constant term (5.27)
before the asymptotic behavior sets in is also observed, which is one of the interesting characteristics






















Figure 16: The sfermion one-loop corrections to the helicity-summed dierential cross section are








appears in Case 27 -
Case 29.





b) sector is much larger than that of the combined negative corrections from all the other
sfermions. In the next section, we will see that such large corrections due to the large mass mixing
are almost excluded by the constraints from the electroweak precision data.
6.3 Constraints on the sfermion sector of the SUSY Lagrangian from
the electroweak experiments
We have examined in previous subsections where the sfermion eects become large taking account
of only the direct search results as experimental constraints. We here consider the constraints from









The stringent experimental constraints on the MSSM parameters are obtained from the elec-
troweak experiments, especially on Z-pole experiments, the m
W
measurements and the low-energy
neutral current experiments. The latest data on the Z parameters[35] and the W -boson mass[32] are
studied in the framework of the MSSM in a systematic manner in Ref. [27] and we use these here.





) = 0:119  0:002; (6.3a)
1=(m
Z
) = 128:90  0:09; (6.3b)
m
t
= 174:3  5:1 GeV; (6.3c)
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for Set 1 (Table 6), Set 2 (Table 7) and Set 3








t to the all electroweak data. The 39% (
2
= 1), 90% (
2
= 4:6) and 99%
(
2








= 0 corresponds to the SM
prediction. The numbers 100, 200, ... etc in the gure are values of m
~
L




for the cases of Set 2 and Set 3.






, and Ref. [31] for 1=(m
Z
). The new physics contributions to


































= 0:118  0:057; (6.4c)
where the correlation between the rst two errors is 
corr
= 0:80. Here we choose the reference value
of the SM Higgs bosos mass as m
H
= 117GeV, the best t value in the SM.






































































for Set 4 (Table 9) from the precision data.
The 39% (
2
= 1), 90% (
2
= 4:6) and 99% (
2









= 0 corresponds to the SM prediction. The numbers 100, 200, ... etc in the
gure are values of m
~
Q


















are the new physics contributions to the muon decay parameter and its sfermion one-loop
































































































where the sfermion one-loop corrections to the propagator functions are given in Appendix B.
Let us examine how the sfermion parameter sets we have assumed in Sec. 6.1 are constrained by
the precision data. We here note that Case 6 and Case 7 of Set 2 in Table 7, Case 11 and Case 12 of






















21  0.052 0.012 3.4 26  0.0035 0.028 2.5
22  0.010 0.13 7.2 27 0.0046 0.014 2.0
23  0.061 0.13 11 28 0.043 0.42 30
24  0.017 0.13 8.1 29 0.080 0.81 90
25  0.0038 0.0082 2.0










for Case 21 - Case 25 of Table 11.









are shown for Set 1 - Set 4 of Tables 6 - 9 in Sec. 6.1, respectively. The
origin of the plot shows the SM prediction at m
H
= 117GeV.
First, in Fig. 17, the three series of the points for the cases without the mass mixing (Case 1
- Case 15) are shown according to the three corresponding categories of the cases; Set 1 (Case 1 -
Case 5), Set 2 (Case 6 - Case 10), and Set 3 (Case 11 - Case 15) of Tables 6, 7 and 8. We see that
all the cases of Set 1 (cases where only sleptons are light) and Set 2 (cases where only the squarks
of the rst 2 generations are light) are in the 90% CL region. As for the cases of Set 3 (cases where




b) sector are light without the mass mixing), the point of cases moves outside






. Therefore, Case 11 and Case 12
are almost excluded by the data from the precision measurements. These cases, however, have been
already excluded by the direct search experiments.




b) sector with the
mass mixing is shown for Set 4 (Case 16 - Case 20) of Table 9. The points of Case 16, Case 19 and
Case 20 are outside of the 99% CL region and thus these cases are almost excluded by the precision











Next, we consider the constraints from the precision measurements on the MSSM parameter sets
(Case 21-Case 29) of Table 11 in Sec. 6.2, which are consistent with the results from the direct search
experiments. These cases have been introduced in order to study the combined contributions of all


























, for these cases are given in Table 12. Case 21,
Case 25, Case 26 and Case 29 have their 
2
values less than 4.6 (90% CL). On the other hand, the

2
values of Case 23, Case 28 and Case 29 are much larger than 9.2 (99% CL). Therefore, Case 23,
Case 28 and Case 29 are almost excluded.
In summary, the cases which have been allowed by the direct search experiments but strongly
constrained by the precision measurement are Case 19 and Case 20 of Table 9 and Case 23, Case 28
and Case 29 of Table 12. Case 23 is the case of the light squarks without the mass mixing. The
6




b comes from the fermion mass dierence between t and b in these cases. This



















b, which indicates the breakdown of the SU(2)
V
custodial symmetry at the
sfermion sector, so that they have received strong constraints from the precision data.
6.4 Summary of the numerical results








helicity amplitudes and also those to the helicity-summed dierential cross sections at the large
scattering angle have been presented under various sfermion parameter sets.










in the various parameter sets of Tables 6 - 9.
First, for the M
+ 
= 1
, which is the biggest at the tree level for large scattering angles, the sfermion
one-loop contributions come only from the wave-function renormalization, and the corrections have
been found to be rather simple as seen in Table 10. The magnitude of the deviation from the SM
value is very small; it is at most 0:05% in amplitudes if we include the constraints from the direct
search experiments and from the precision tests.
Second, the rich structure of the sfermion contributions has been found in M
00

, in which all
the diagrams including the gauge-boson propagator correction and the corrections to the trilinear
gauge vertices contribute. The deviation from the SM value by the corrections from each sfermion
tend to be negative below and around the lowest threshold of sfermion-pair productions when its
corresponding fermion is light; see Figs. 10 and 11. The corrections due to the sleptons and the rst
2 generation squarks do not receive severe bounds from the precision test. By including the results
of the direct search experiments, we have found that the corrections amount at most to  0:15% in
amplitudes by the slepton contributions and  0:25% by the squark contributions from the rst 2
generations. The corrections to M
00
=+1
are the same order as those to M
00
= 1
, but they may be more
dicult to be measured because of the smallness of the tree-level contribution.





















enhances such positive corrections in the  =  1 helicity amplitude as seen in Figs. 13. In





b are inconsistent with the results from the precision measurements. Therefore,




b) sector to M
00

in Fig. 13(a) are strongly bounded. Still,
+0:3% of the deviation may be possible in amplitudes between the rst and the second thresholds:




, which is substantial for only low energies, the structure of the sfermion contri-
butions is similar to that of M
00
= 1
, but the magnitude is rather smaller (Fig. 14).
Next, after the study of the sfermion eects on each helicity amplitude, we have examined the
combined sfermion one-loop contributions to the helicity-summed dierential cross section at the
large scattering angle by assuming the various MSSM parameter sets in which all the masses of
44
sfermions are not larger than O(1) TeV. In the case where all the sfermion masses are degenerate at
slightly above the lower bound of the squarks, the summed negative contributions to the cross section
amount to  0:2% at the negative peak above the thresholds of the sfermion pair productions. The




b) sector become at most +0:1% at the rst peak.
In summary, the M
00
= 1
amplitude is one of the best helicity amplitudes to study the sfermion




negative corrections at low energies indicate the eects of the sleptons and the squarks of the rst 2
generations. The eects of the squarks from the third generation contribute to the positive corrections
at low energies. These positive corrections are enhanced by the large mass mixing. Such mass mixing,




can be at most  0:4% and +0:3% in amplitudes. In terms of the 00-helicity dierential cross
section, these values are counted by multiplying the factor 2. On the other hand, in the sfermion one-








. The magnitude of the corrections to the helicity-summed dierential cross
section is a few times 0:1%. These results recall to us the importance of measuring the decaying
W -boson polarizations.
7 Discussion and Conclusion








helicity amplitudes in the MSSM. The calculation has been thoroughly tested on each stage of the
analyses by using various methods; especially by (i) the exact satisfaction of the BRS sum rules at








amplitude and the amplitude in
which one of the external W

bosons is replaced by the corresponding Goldstone bosons 

; (ii)
the clear observation of the decoupling property of the sfermion eects in the low energy limit (the
heavy sfermion mass limit); (iii) the numerical coincidence in the high energy limit between the
results from the full calculation program and the analytic expression of the high energy limit that
has been veried its validity by the one-loop version of the equivalence theorem. In the following, a
few comments for the above three tests are in order.
The BRS sum rules among the form factors have been constructed such that they hold exactly in
our calculational scheme. The BRS test has been performed in both analytically and numerically. The
demonstration of the BRS sum rules when there are left-right mass mixings in the third generation
sfermions is new in this paper, since Ref. [19] showed the BRS sum rules for the sfermion one-loop
contribution only for non-mixing cases. The agreement in the BRS tests has given us condence
on our one-loop calculation of the form factors except for the overall wavefunction renormalization
contribution. The consistency of the full form factors with the wavefunction renormalization contri-
bution has then been tested by conrming the cancellation of the renormalization-scale  dependence
in the sfermion eects.
The MS scheme has been employed in our calculation. In addition, all the results have been
45






() so that we could see the exact
decoupling of the sfermion eects in the low-energy limit analytically and numerically. All the higher
order terms in this expansion have been eliminated then. By this procedure, the decoupling property






s where the model becomes the SM eectively.
We note here that the use of the SM couplings as the expansion parameters of the MSSM ampli-
tudes is fully justied at around and below the SUSY particle production threshold. In this paper,
we adopted the SM couplings as the expansion parameters even at higher energies above the thresh-




We compared the results of the amplitudes expanded in terms of the MSSM couplings and those
expanded in terms of the SM couplings, and found that their numerical dierence is at most 0:013%
or less in M
00
= 1
for the energies below a few TeV. This means that the error in the deviation from
the SM prediction can be as large as 15%.
The high energy analytic expressions of the helicity amplitudes have turned out to be very useful
in testing the computer program for the full amplitudes numerically. In the high energy limit, only
the 00 and +  ( +) helicity amplitudes survive at the tree level. The 00 helicity amplitude is
the most important one for the sfermion eects, because +  ( +) helicity amplitude has only the
wavefunction correction and hence the one-loop sfermion eects do not grow as
p
s. The analytic
formulas for the 00 helicity amplitude can be tested by using the equivalence theorem between the
















amplitude. We have tested our high energy
formulas by using this theorem and found an exact agreement analytically after taking account for
the modication factor needed in the one-loop order. We then have veried that our numerical result
of the full calculation completely agrees with the analytic result at high energies which have been
tested by the equivalence theorem.
In this paper, we have not calculated the full one-loop eects of the SM particles. Instead, we
estimate the SM amplitudes by setting  =
p
s in the SM MS couplings. This may or may not be a
valid approximation to the full SM amplitudes[6, 7, 8] at high energies. We therefore presented all
our results for the SUSY corrections in the form of the relative correction to the SM predictions.
With the numerical program which has been established by passing through all the tests above,
we have analyzed the magnitude of the sfermion one-loop contributions to each helicity amplitude









of the numerical study has been given in Sec. 6.4. The 00 helicity amplitude, M
00
= 1
, is one of the
most appropriate amplitude for the study of the sfermion one-loop contributions. It has been found
that the magnitude of the correction in M
00
= 1
becomes large at low energies in the following cases;





b) sector (attractive to the SM prediction). The experimental results of the sfermion direct
search give lower bounds on the sfermion masses. By including the information from the electroweak




b) sector especially with the large mass mixing is strongly constrained by the
data. After considering all these experimental constraints, the deviation from the SM amplitude at
the peak slightly after the rst thresholds of sfermion pair productions can be at most  0:8% (in
46
cases (1)) and +0:6% (in cases (2)) in the dierential cross section of the helicity amplitude M
00
= 1
at the large scattering amplitude ( = 90





observed in the helicity-summed dierential cross section, the magnitude of the corrections is smaller;
typically a few times 0.1%. Therefore, it is important to measure the decayingW -boson polarizations









In conclusion, the sfermion one-loop contributions are small (about a few times 0:1% level)
in the helicity-summed cross section under the constraint from the direct search results and the
electroweak precision tests. In some of the helicity amplitudes such as that for the longitudinally
polarized W boson pair, the corrections of near  0:8% and +0:6% in observables may be possible.
One-loop eects from the other sector of the MSSM will be reported elsewhere[33].
Note added
After the completion of this work, we received a preprint[38], in which the virtual sfermion eects




colliders are calculated in the on-shell scheme. We
conrmed the agreement with Ref. [38] in the analytic results of the sfermion one-loop contributions
in the gauge-boson vacuum polarizations and the trilinear vertices.
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amplitudes. The purpose of this appendix is to provide all required masses, mixing angles and
couplings that are required to reproduce and use our results. We begin by discussing the sfermion
mass-matrices. We will ignore mixing between generations, hence we need to discuss only one gen-
eration which contains the up-type squark, ~u, the down-type squark,
~
d, a charged slepton, ~e, and































A.1 Physical masses and mixing angles































































are explicit SUSY-breaking masses for the doublet
~
Q and the singlet ~u
R
, respec-
tively. In the diagonal entries the terms which depend on m
2
Z




contribution comes from the F term. The o-diagonal elements depend upon A
u
, the





, in the superpotential, and tan  is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values for
the two Higgs doublets. In general there are many complex phases; most of these may be removed
through a suitable redenition of the scalar elds. After making the redenitions, the trilinear A
couplings and  remain complex. We immediately rewrite the complex factors as a modulus times a
complex phase.
The down-type squark mass-matrix is very similar to up-type one. The subscripts are changed

























































































































































+  tan j; (A.5b)
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throughout this paper, respectively.
To obtain the physical masses and mixing angles we must diagonalize these matrices. After














































































































where 0  cos 
~
f
 1 and 0  sin 
~
f
 1. Because the mass-matrices are Hermitian, the eigenvalues
are real. To prevent the breaking of SU(3) color or electric charge, none of the squared masses
can be negative. If the explicit SUSY-breaking mass terms are suciently large, then the diagonal












> 0 in the large tan limit. The other explicit mass terms can be somewhat
smaller. If tan  = 1, then cos 2 = 0 and the diagonal terms are positive even in the limit where
these mass terms vanish. As for the third family the o-diagonal entries can also be large. Assuming






































The interactions between the sfermions and the gauge bosons occur via the covariant derivatives





































































































































































The isospin and hypercharge quantum numbers are related to the electric charge according to Q =
T
3
+ Y . For a right-handed particle T
3










Then, expanding Eq (A.10) in terms of the mass eigenstates, the interactions of one gauge boson























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Goldstone bosons come as a part of the Higgs doublet elds. However, in this paper we
do not require the full Higgs Lagrangian, and we present only the portion of the Lagrangian which





































































































































































reected in Eq (A.16d),












in Eq (A.16e). The explicit expressions
are rather lengthy, so we omit them.
B Sfermion eects on the form factors
Many of the explicit formulas discussed in Sec. 4 are presented here.
B.1 Two-point functions









































= 3 for squarks and N
f
c








)[30] on the RHS is






















































































































(e) f1 ~ (f) f2 ~
Figure 19: The sfermion loop diagrams of the gauge boson two point functions




















































































































































































































































































The one-loop sfermion contribution to the wavefunction renormalization factor of the physical W





































  1 : (B.7)








Contributions to the vertex corrections come from two-sources:
1. triangle vertex graphs,










Figure 20: Mass and momentum assignments for the calculation of the sfermion triangle graph are





























Figure 21: Feynman graphs contributing to the VWW vertex are shown. The mass and momentum
assignments are shown in Fig. 20. When V = Z, all graphs contribute. In case of V = , graphs (c)
do not contribute, and only i = j is allowed.
We begin with a discussion of the triangle graphs depicted in Fig. 21. Mass and momentum assign-
ments are as in Fig. 20. For the evaluation of the loop integrals it is convenient to have the momenta
incoming, hence we use p
1
=  p and p
2
=  p where p and p were dened in Fig. 1. Dropping the

































































































































































































































































































will turn out to be identically zero as required by CP invariance, but we retain the
above expression as a numerical check of our numerical calculations. The various C-functions on the
right-hand, which may be found in Appendix F, have the same arguments as on the left-hand side.
The next step is to provide the correct couplings and masses and then sum over all triangle graphs.




































































































































where summation over i; j = 1; 2 is implied. The photon couplings are real, and the complex phases























































































































































































where summation over i; j; k = 1; 2 is implied. The complex phases cancel between the three coupling
factors. The superscript `SFT' is chosen to denote `sfermion triangle' contributions.
The second category of vertex corrections are depicted in Fig. 23. We use the momentum as-
signments of Fig. 22. The type of graphs in Fig. 22(a) are proportional to T

10
while the type in
Fig. 22(b) are proportional to T

13



















































































































































Figure 22: Mass and momentum assignments for the calculation of the sfermion graphs containing









Figure 23: Feynman graphs containing seagull coupling and contributing to the WW and ZWW










































for the ZWW vertex. The complex phases cancel. As is clear from the above expressions, the W





































receive contributions from the triangle
graphs depicted in Fig. 25 and from vertex loop graphs which contain a seagull vertex as depicted
in Fig. 27. We begin with the calculation of the triangle graphs with internal mass and momentum

































































































Figure 24: Mass and momentum assignments for the calculation of the sfermion triangle graphs




vertices. The arrows in the W and  indicate the ow of a negative
electric charge.
corresponding to Figs. 24(a) and 24(b), respectively. The c
SF


























































































































































































In both cases the C-functions in the RHS have the same arguments as the functions in the LHS.
The next step is to include the correct masses and couplings. In order to avoid exceptionally long


























































































































































































































































































































































vertex are shown. The mass and momentum









vertex. When V = Z, all graphs contribute. In case of
V = , graphs (c) and (g) do not contribute, and only i = j is allowed.



















































































































































































































































































































































































where j; k; l = 1; 2.
Next, using the assignments of Fig. 26, we calculate the contributions of the graphs in Fig. 27












































































































































































Figure 26: Mass and momentum assignments for the graphs containing seagull coupling and con-








vertex are shown. The arrows in the W and  indicate the














shown. The mass and momentum assignments are shown in Fig. 26. Feynman graphs (a) and (b)
















with i; j = 1; 2.
As mentioned in the previous section, our BRS sum rules eectively test the internal propagator
and vertex corrections, but they are of no utility for testing the wavefunction renormalization factors.




























(V = , Z) are rather simple. By taking account of the current
conservation of the electron and positron, we know that only the triangle type diagrams contribute



























































































































































































































































































































where we take summation for i; j; k = 1; 2 .
D The list of the low energy formulas of the integral func-
tions
Here we list some analytic formulas of the integral functions in the low energy limit (heavy mass





functions that are dened in Appendix F, because all the other integral functions
that appear in this paper are expressed as the linear combination of these functions.
D.1 The A and B
0
functions





































































































































































































































The expressions of the C
0







































































































































































































































































































































































































































E The formulas for the high-energy limit
We will list the formulas which are needed to reproduce the analytic high-energy expressions of M
00






The leading contribution of B
i









































































































































We reduce the C
SFT
i
















































































By using the high energy expression of B
i









































































































































































. Note that the contribution of C
0
function is dropped out at high energy because all the
C
0
terms vanish at this limit.
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E.3 Basis-tensors

















































































































F Integral functions and the decomposition of C

, a rank-
three three-point tensor integral
For our loop integrals we follow the notation of Ref. [30, 39]. While the tensor reduction of the
three-point integrals (C-functions) through rank two is presented in Appendix D of Ref. [30], it is
necessary to present here the reduction of the rank-three C-function. In order to make this appendix
reasonably self-contained, we also give a brief review of the lower C-functions, the two-point integrals
(B-functions) and the one-point integral (A-function).
Our measure in D = 4   2 dimensions, dened as
d
D















+ i ; (F.2a)
N
2







+ i ; (F.2b)
N
3









+ i ; (F.2c)









































































































































may be re-expressed in terms of only B
0
and the one-point integral,
A[39]. Before proceeding it is convenient to introduce some short-hand notation that will be useful





























































































































































































































































































































Then the reduction of the C
1n












































































































































































































































































































These reductions can sometimes be numerically unstable, especially when the matrix of Eq (F.10)




by both methods presented as a test of the
numerical reliability of the reduction.
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